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Stochastic Hybrid Systems

x=p1, 
where p1~Prob1()

x>p2, where p2~Prob2()

d/d[x] = p3*f(x),
where p3~Prob3() 

Hybrid System with Parametric Uncertainty



Stochastic Hybrid Systems
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p1 and p2 are discrete random variables: 
Probabilistic Hybrid Automata 



Stochastic Hybrid Systems
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When continuous distributions are also allowed: 
Stochastic Hybrid Automata



Stochastic Hybrid Systems



Stochastic Hybrid Systems

General Stochastic Hybrid Systems
When all above modifications have been applied:



SReach considers …



SReach considers …

x ≥ 5 → p1 : (x′ = sin(x))+(1− p1) : (x′ = px), 
p1 ~ U(0.2,0.9), and px ~ B(0.85)



SReach can handle…



SReach’s algorithm
δ-complete bounded reachability analysis technique (dReal/
dReach) + statistical testing techniques 

advance the reasoning power of SMT-based bounded model 
checking to probabilistic models 

the full non-determinism and nonlinear dynamics of models will 
be considered 

the coverage of simulation will be increased 

the zero-crossing problem can be avoided 

controllable error bounds on the estimated probabilities



Reachability Analysis of 
Hybrid Systems

Can a hybrid system H run into a goal region of its 
state space?



Bounded Reachability 
Analysis of Hybrid Systems

The standard bounded reachability problems for 
simple hybrid systems are undecidable.  

1. Give up 

2. Don’t give Up 

A. Find a decidable fragment and solve it 

B. Use approximation



δ-Reachability Analysis of Hybrid Systems
Given δ ∈ Q+, ⟦H

δ
⟧ and ⟦Goal

δ
⟧ over-approximate ⟦H⟧ and 

⟦Goal⟧ respectively.

So, the δ-reachability problem asks



δ-Reachability Analysis of Hybrid Systems

Decidable for a wide range of nonlinear hybrid 
systems: polynomials, log, exp, trigonometric 
functions, ODEs … 

Reasonable complexity bound (PSPACE-complete) 

When it says  

Unreachable – the answer is sound 

δ-Reachable – may lead to an infeasible 
counterexample,  
you may try a smaller δ and possibly get rid of it



SReach’s algorithm



SReach answers …
SReach can answer two types of questions:  

(1) Does the model satisfy a given reachability 
property with probability greater than a certain 
threshold?  hypothesis testing 

Hypothesis testing methods: Lai’s test, Bayes 
factor test, Bayes factor test with indifference 
region, and Sequential probability ratio test.



SReach answers …
SReach can answer two types of questions:  

(2) What is the probability that the model 
satisfies a given reachability property? statistical 
estimation 

Statistical estimation methods: Chernoff-
Hoeffding bound, Bayesian interval estimation 
with beta prior, and Direct sampling.



SReach answers …
Parameter Synthesis: How to 
control the system to reach 
good states with a desirable 
probability?

Does it exist a parameter 
combination for which the model 
reaches the given goal region with 
a desirable probability in bounded 
steps?  

Considering an assignment of a 
certain set of system parameters, if 
a witness is returned, this 
assignment is potentially a good 
estimation for those parameters. 

The goal here is to find an 
assignment with which all the 
given goal regions with desirable 
probabilities can be reached in 
bounded steps.

A Probabilistic 
Bounded Reachability 

Problem



SReach answers …
Parametric Sensitivity Analysis: Testing 
the robustness of the model, 
Understand the relationships between 
parameters and the model, etc. 

For different possible 
values of a certain system 
parameter, are the results 
of probabilistic 
reachability analysis the 
same?  

If so, the model is 
insensitive to this 
parameter with regard 
to the given 
observations.

A Set of Probabilistic 
Bounded Reachability 

Problems



Bacteria-killing KillerRed Model



Bacteria-killing KillerRed Model



Bacteria-killing KillerRed Model

#S_S = number of δ-sat samples, #T_S = total number of samples, Est_P = estimated 
probability of property, Avg_T(s) = average CPU time of each sample in seconds, and  
Tot_T(s) = total CPU time for all samples in seconds.



Prostate Cancer treatment



Atrial Fibrillation Model



Experimental results



Future work
Apply SReach to real-world models other than 
biological models 

Stochastic Hybrid Systems with stochastic flows: 
stochastic differential equations  

introduce a type of constraints for SDEs, design 
a theory solver handling this type of constraints, 
then integrate with dReal solver.



Thanks!

https://github.com/dreal/SReach 

Questions?

https://github.com/dreal/SReach

